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THE COCOA YIELD GAP CHALLENGE

Typical Yield: 300-600 kg/ha
Potential Yield: 2000-3000* kg/ha
Yield Gap: 70-95%

*experimented on farmer fields in Ghana

This gap creates a valuable opportunity to address deforestation by improving the yield of existing farms.
GOOD AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
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Fixed monthly interventions: common recommendation
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Spraying & removing pods every time the infection reaches 2.5% of the total pod
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CLIMATE-SMART DYNAMIC COCOA CROP CALENDAR

PLANNING FARMER INTERVENTIONS

Status quo calendar: generalized, static - unadapted to changes in climate

**Climate42's Proposal**

Dynamic, *climate-smart* cocoa cropping calendar

Our interdisciplinary approach combines climate science, agronomy, plant physiology & a solid knowledge of cocoa production systems

"Timely intervention = Efficient intervention"